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GOLFDOM earnestly solicits letters from all club officials, department heads and manufacturers on methods, means and policies that are successful in course and clubhouse construction, operation and maintenance and on pro merchandising of goods and services. Use GOLFDOM as the medium of exchange for ideas and as your aid in digging up facts that will promote business-like operation at your club.

We have no pets and no prejudices, but the determination to make each copy of GOLFDOM bring some specifically profitable idea to each reader.

205 W. Wacker Drive. Chicago, Ill. Tel.: State 3160

LAWN AND GREEN CULTIVATORS

Cultivate and Aerate in One Operation

CUT SHOWS TRACTOR TYPE. MADE ALSO IN HORSE-DRAWN AND HAND MODELS

SPIKE DISC is the ideal implement for cultivating, reseeding, fertilizing, top dressing. Its steel teeth cultivate and aerate, preventing the surface of the ground from becoming hard-baked. This produces a moisture-retaining mulch. Seed and fertilizer settle in the perforations made by SPIKE DISC and are not blown or washed away. The thin teeth do not push back and harden the surrounding soil as do round or square spikes. For complete details and prices write to:

John H. Graham & Co., Inc. Sales Agents
Made by WILDER-STRONG CO., Monroe, Mich.

113 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
268 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.
565 WEST WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO.